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When it comes to the Ferrari 612, the 2010 model year offers an array of options 

that are sure to satisfy any car enthusiast. This standout vehicle comes with 

different engine options, body types, and various other specifications, allowing 

drivers to choose the perfect combination that suits their needs and desires.

In terms of engine choices, the Ferrari 612 offers two variants: the 5.7-liter V12 

and the 6.0-liter V12 engine. The 5.7-liter engine generates an impressive 532 

horsepower and 434 lb-ft of torque, giving the vehicle a thrilling and exhilarating 

performance. On the other hand, the 6.0-liter engine takes things up a notch, 

delivering an incredible 532 horsepower and 448 lb-ft of torque, providing even 

more power and acceleration.

Moving on to body types, the Ferrari 612 offers both coupe and convertible 

options. The coupe variant showcases a sleek and aerodynamic design with its 

hardtop roof, giving it a classic and sophisticated look. The convertible version, on 

the other hand, provides the freedom of open-air driving, allowing drivers to fully 



experience the joy of the Ferrari 612's performance while enjoying the wind in 

their hair.

In addition to the engine and body type options, the Ferrari 612 boasts a range of 

other specifications that add to its overall appeal. These include a six-speed 

automated manual transmission, magnetic suspension, carbon ceramic brakes, 

and advanced aerodynamics. The combination of these features ensures a smooth 

and dynamic driving experience, while also providing excellent control and 

confidence on the road.

Furthermore, the Ferrari 612's interior is designed with both luxury and comfort in 

mind. The cabin offers premium materials, refined craftsmanship, and advanced 

technology features, allowing drivers and passengers to indulge in a first-class 

driving experience. The seats are ergonomic and supportive, providing maximum 

comfort even during spirited driving.

Overall, the Ferrari 612 2010 model offers a perfect fusion of power, 

sophistication, and versatility. Whether you opt for the 5.7-liter or 6.0-liter engine, 

the coupe or convertible body type, this iconic vehicle guarantees an exhilarating 

driving experience combined with luxurious comfort. No matter your preference, 

the Ferrari 612 will undoubtedly turn heads and provide an unforgettable driving 

experience.

This description is AI-generated and has not undergone human review for potential inaccuracies.

Theft

Is the vehicle currently marked as stolen? Was it stolen in the past? Has it been recovered?

We didn't find any records that the vehicle was stolen.

Here's what we checked:



Police database stolen vehicle check completed in:

United Kingdom Sweden Slovakia

Canada Romania Czechia

Currently wanted as

stolen

No record found

Stolen in the past

No record found

Current status unknown

Stolen in the past

No record found

Vehicle has been

recovered

Odometer

Are there signs of mileage roll backs or discrepancies?

Last known mileage: 17,195 mi

9 mileage records found



Odometer records

2010-01 9 mi

2013-06 9,878 mi

2014-06 10,617 mi

2015-06 11,055 mi

2016-05 11,571 mi

Odometer records

2017-08 11,951 mi

2020-09 12,852 mi

2022-01 13,300 mi

2022-12 17,195 mi

2010 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2020 2022 2022

Financial and legal status

Has the vehicle passed its technical inspections? Does it have property rights restrictions or outstanding

loans?

Tech inspection is valid

Legal



Outstanding finance

MOT (technical

inspection)

Passed 2022-12

United Kingdom

Has successfully passed

technical inspection

Valid until 2024-01

Scrap

No record found

No record that vehicle was

marked as scrapped

Exported

No record found

No export records found

Imported

No record found

No import records found

Lease

No record found

No data available on

outstanding loan or

finance agreement

Operating-lease

No record found

No record of vehicle being

on an operating-lease

Unit-stocking

No record found

No record of vehicle being

under unit-stocking finance

Damage

Has this vehicle been damaged in the past? What was the value of the damages?

No damage records found

Damage records



Occasional inaccuracies can occur, especially when checking older vehicles. Illegitimate mechanical garages may illegally

disguise vehicle defects or damages, not recording their existence anywhere. Sometimes, even vehicle VIN plates may be

replaced. We have a variety of methods to detect even such crimes, but it’s impossible to provide a 100% guarantee.

No damage found

Emissions

How much CO₂ emissions do vehicles of this model/year produce?

Vehicle CO2 emissions: 475 g/km

CO₂ emissions

Emission CO₂ g/km

Up to 100 101 - 120 121 - 140 141 - 165 166 - 185 186 - 225 226 and

over

Specs

What specs and equipment are on record for this vehicle?

Check whether the specs and equipment of this vehicle match the facts given by

the seller.

Your vehicle CO₂ emission

475 g/km Tax band M



Identification and technical specifications

Make

Ferrari

Model

612 Scaglietti

Variant

612 Scaglietti

Manufacture year

2010

Fuel type

Petrol

Gearbox type

Automatic

Timeline

17 records found

The timeline of records for this vehicle

Latest records

2010-01

Country

unknown

Was manufactured

The country indicates either the location of manufacturing facility,

assembly plant or registration address of the manufacturer. The date

may be approximate.

2010-05

United

Kingdom

Was registered

The record represents an administrative event. This could be related to

a change of ownership, documents, etc

2013-06

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.



2014-06

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.

2015-06

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.

2016-05

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.

2017-08

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.

2018-03

United

Kingdom

Ownership changed

The country indicated the geographical location of a documented

ownership change or renewal. Please note that some changes may be

formal, e.g., end-of-lease transfers and similar.

2018-05

United

Kingdom

Had licence plate changed

This vehicle’s licence plate has changed.

From: RX10KVK To: A612FER

2020-04

United

Kingdom

Had licence plate changed

This vehicle’s licence plate has changed.

From: A612FER To: RX10KVK



2020-08

United

Kingdom

Ownership changed

The country indicated the geographical location of a documented

ownership change or renewal. Please note that some changes may be

formal, e.g., end-of-lease transfers and similar.

2020-09

United

Kingdom

Had licence plate changed

This vehicle’s licence plate has changed.

From: RX10KVK To: AM05YEO

2020-09

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.

2022-01

United

Kingdom

Had licence plate changed

This vehicle’s licence plate has changed.

From: AM05YEO To: RX10KVK

2022-01

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.

2022-04

United

Kingdom

Ownership changed

The country indicated the geographical location of a documented

ownership change or renewal. Please note that some changes may be

formal, e.g., end-of-lease transfers and similar.

2022-12

United

Kingdom

Was inspected

A technical inspection event (also known as an MOT, roadworthiness

test or emission control test) has been recorded. Both successful and

failed instances may be included.


